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The Armory, a hardcover Starfinder Roleplaying Game sourcebook, was released on July 27, 2018. This is a dangerous universe out there, and often the difference between survival and being the next meal for an angry ksarik has the right equipment. From guns to add-ons to high-tech and magical
devices for any conceivable situation, Starfinder Armory is your guide to everything you need, whether it's a front-line fighter, a hidden spy or a scientist charmer. Inside this book you will find the following: Dozens of new weapons, filling out variants of weapons of each category, level, type and rules to
customize their weapons with weapons accessories, arms alloys and various weapons manufacturers. New armor, including light, heavy and powerful armor for almost every level and numerous armor upgrades. A wide range of new options for players to equip, including cool features for each class!
Dozens of new pieces of technological, magical and hybrid items, as well as numerous personal items, new additions from cybernetics to magite and necrotransplants, and more! Content Hello and welcome to the diaries d20! Today we're looking at Starfinder: Armory! This is one of the few Starfinder
sources that are available for purchase. This is a hardcover book that focuses on new equipment and equipment for use in the Starfinder Roleplaying Game. This article is not intended to be scrutinized or criticized by Starfinder: The Armory. It won't replace the book (and I wouldn't want to!). It's a quick
breakdown of what's inside and what I liked the most in each chapter. This is a collection of my favorite book pieces, and some highlights. It is here so that other gamers and fans can take a look and get a real sense of what they will get from the book. Hopefully it helps you decide whether this product is
right for you. Starfinder: The Armory is a hardcover source of 159 pages in length. Almost all of this is about transmission, and the rest of the pages offer new character options for each of the seven Starfinder core classes. It features delightful covers by Remko Trooste, which depicts Obozaya (the
famous soldier vesk) and quig (the famous ysoki mechanic) shopping. The internal covers have a good image of the World Covenant System (which does not scale). Below is a table of content and a review. Basically, the two-page introduction simply lets you know what kinds of gears you'll find in this
book, and explains the difference between the different types of hardware categories. Perhaps the most useful piece? A tiny sidebar about insignificant equipment. Basically, any random technological item you want to invest in is not a weapon - things like cameras, watches, headphones, so on and so
forth. Each of these items is available if GM approval is priced at 5 credits. It's easy. Done. Love it. Daughter tends to try to buy a lot of frivolous gear like this, so it's nice to have a proper base for it. Starfinder: Armory Chamber this is his on Chapter 1: Equipment. At a whopping 130 pages, this chapter is
by far the bulk of the book. These pages are filled with all the new transmissions (rather than reprints) sorted into categories. Equipment categories include: weapons, weapons accessories, weapons fusion, special materials, armor, power armor, armor upgrades, additions, technological items, magical
items, hybrid items, personal items, drugs, drugs, poisons, other purchases, and vehicles. First? Weapons. Overall this book provides a wider range of weapons for each type of damage at different levels, and some new abilities. And the number of options? Huge! Just looking at weapons maps there are
six pages of close arms, four pages of small arms, three of long weapons, three heavy weapons, one of sniper weapons, a quarter page of atypical weapons, a quarter page of ammunition, half a page of solar crystals, and half a page of grenades. These are hundreds of new weapons for sale - not even
counting new modifications and weapons alloys. There's some amazing works in this section, with art for Bravado Handcannon (a small hand projectile with a critical knockdown), Admonition Creek projector (sound heavy weapon with critical demoralization), Grave-Class Void Rifle (cryo longarm with
critical smothering The Matrix resonant pistol (a sound little hand with critical deaf), traditional combat tape (uncategorized advanced weapons), and warfan (and uncategorized advanced melee weapons), all pro-measurements among my favorites. There are 46 new special weapon properties (violation,
drainage charge, free hands, and gravity are my favorite), and sixteen new critical effects hit (blind and smother my favorite). There's also plenty of gun manufacturers, each of which can add special abilities to your gun (for an extra fee, of course!). I would be sure to buy from AbadarCorp and Ringworks
Arsenal Group a wonderful selection of weapons. Some of the many weapons available in the Starfinder Armory. Illustrated by Kent Hamilton. But that is not all! There's also new weapon accessories, weapons fusion, and special materials to offer. For accessories be sure to check the bayonet bracket
and crumbling weapons. I like a lot of new weapon mergers, but my favorites probably turned out to be accurate, keeping, guarded, dime, rebound, and soulfire. For special materials I was surprised to find I enjoyed horacalcum and inubrix the most. Leaving behind sixty pages of weapons and weapons-
related products, we head to the wide world of armor. There's six pages dedicated to light and heavy armor (with two of them on the full art page), followed by six pages dedicated to powered armor (with two of them on the full art page), and finally another six pages of armor updates. Updates are a lot of
fun. To me I liked the adaptive energy shield, agility amplifier, autointector, easy access kit, glamorous projector, long strider module, strider, interface, spring stabilizer (good low-level option), and (my personal favorite) computer interface, which essentially allows you to make Jarvis for your suit iron man.
On? Increase. Biotech has two pages dedicated to it (be sure to check out mighty vocal cords and regenerative blood), Cybernetics has two pages (I like optical laser), Magitech has four-page options (check out anti-magagic skin and secret lenses), and finally Necrografts fill the last four pages (I like the
blade of the well and the healing of the larynx). Some of the armor found in the Starfinder Armory. Illustrated by Leonardo Borazio. Then we go straight to the technological elements. This section fills a whopping twelve pages! Some are new, while others are nicely familiar, either because you can find
them in our world, or because they were introduced in Pathfinder's Technology Guide (such as Ion Tape and Lightning). I particularly liked the auto cartographer, datapad, internal drive, emergency raft, evenfire unit, holographic sysimoono, hoverskates, ion tape, nanite hypopen, and many new tool kits.
There's a lot of useful! Magical items are further away where you will find ten more pages of new equipment to spend your credits on. To begin with, there are some interesting eona stones, my favorite of which is the kaleidoscopic icosahedron. The very expensive tesseract deterrent is also pretty
excellent. I also enjoyed seed cover, darksight glasses, mauled kasa, a diffraction cloak, a figurine of miraculous power (which cause creatures to fight for you), an ofuscated magazine, plasma beads (pretty necklace of fireballs), a starfinder backpack, and a tangle of exploding seeds. This is followed by
three new artifacts: The Atrocite Sphere, the Trapodi Paradox and, my personal favorite, the Book of Unwritten Truths. Alloys of technological elements and magical elements are delightful hybrid elements that take up to eight pages. I've enjoyed the captive star amulet and various vital seeds the most,
although I'm sure there will be plenty of fans of the new hybrid pomegranates (of which there are many). I got a big laugh from computer idols, and the software imp! Don't forget to let them read. After that, four pages of personal belongings. Although not the most exciting category of items, it is certainly
useful. My favorite staples! Gear maintenance kit, clutter set, and books. (I know, I know. I'm really getting out of my comfort zone there! haha!). Drugs, medications and poisons all share the following two pages (which aren't really my cup of tea) and then two pages of Other Purchases. This section
mostly tasted, but I found that I really enjoyed reading about the types of cuisine created and favored by the major race pact worlds. ysoki were hilarious! (Don't eat their food. from Shirren's kitchen, uh!). Finally, there are two pages of new vehicles, the cheapest of which is a level two motorcycle for 1900
credits. And that brings us to the end of a new 140 pages flew just like snaps of that! But that's not the end of the book. It just brings us to the next chapter. Android Messenger Alexander Nanichkov. Chapter 2: Character Options. Here you'll find one new archetype, plus two pages of new class options for
each of the main classes. All of these options are geared towards equipment - usually using the equipment to the best of their ability (or beyond their usual capabilities). The archetype comes first and is called Augmented. These guys are great with - you guessed it - add-ons! They get more, pay less for
them, and can make them increase to do more than they built. Extended grants of alternative class functions at the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 9th levels. I really enjoyed it (and know at least one character created by my family that will use it!). The Messenger's cool versions include four new low-level
improvisations, two sixth-level improvisations and two eighth-level improvisations, followed by seven new talents. Be sure to check out fire support, brace yourself, improve brackets yourself, terrible explosion, and improve scary bang for improvisation, and expert advice for talent. Mechanic class options
include four new level two stunts, three more level eight tricks, two more levels of fourteen stunts, and four new drone modifications. My favorite tricks were pre-repair and recalibrate the engine, both of which are available at level two. My favorite fashion drones were barricades, and lubricant. The Mystic
variants were both the least adaptable and my favorite! They introduced a new mystical connection, and two new spells provided by this connection. So what is it? Genius! These guys are able to change their genetic code (and even those of the others). In application, their abilities are mainly related to
biotechnology and sudden evolution. I particularly liked their personal modification of the third level of ability, their strain of the Ninth Level of Ability strain, and their Instant Evolution of the Fifteenth Level ability. Two new spells reveal an increase and reject the increase (which sounds amazing! haha).
Human mystical genius Alexander Nanichkov. Operational class options include sixteen new feats (six at level 2, five at level 6, four at level 10 and one at level fourteen). and one new operational specialty. Of the exploits, I particularly enjoyed armor optimization, fast target, gun whip, spotter trap, and
ricochet shot. The new gadgeteer specialty is a very cool inventor who uses two new feats: utility belt, and rapid deployment. His trick attacks include using a custom device to distract the enemy. It's so much fun! Solarian class options include one new stellar revelation and one new Gravitonic revelation
for each level (level two, six, ten and and for anti-aircraft revelations. This makes for ten cool new options throughout. I found it hard to choose my favorites, but in the end I decided that I loved the constructive constructive stellar equilibrium, attractive force, debris field, field of particles and wave of
particles that were even divided between stellar and graviton forces. Awesome! Soldier Class options include ten new gear boosts and a new fighting style called Shock and Awe. Combat style should focus on making a real spectacle of itself. Theoretically, I like it, but I wasn't so impressed with the
performance. However, it's different. Fighters who adopt this style will want to use sound weapons and weapons with a striking special quality. As far as gear boosts are concerned, there are a ton of useful options. My favorites were steady sniper, twin threats, and stop the strike. Starfinder Core Rulebook
Finally we are attached to the Technomancer class variants, which include five new magic hacks of different levels, and three new spells. My favorite magic hacks were re-coded gem (which is available at level two) and enchanted fusion (which is available on the fifth level). As for spells, I rather enjoyed



live armor, and incompetence. The third spell, electro-melting, is also very useful. And that's it! All that's left is the index and the end. 160 pages awesome. Honestly, I think Starfinder: The Armory is one of those books that you should invest in. You'll be referring to it all the time. Every time you need to
spend your credits you will hack Starfinder Core Rulebook and Armory. For players, I would say its more important than alien Archive (and Alien Archive 2) and Covenant of Worlds. For grandmasters? Well, it's hard to say. If you're only GM it will be less useful to you than alien archives and pact worlds.
But you'll still get your use out of it. I adore this book and think it's well worth the money. I hope you enjoyed taking a peek inside Starfinder: Armory with us! See you at Drift! Jessica Jessica Jessica
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